You win the battle against the
elements nosocomial pathogens
with Biodek.
Our unique, fast and flexible system can be
used to fight active infections or to prevent
its occurrence in all areas subject to
microbiological contamination.

With Biodek you do not need to purchase any expensive equipment.
This results insignificant savings in terms of maintenance and
instrumental maintenance or upgrades and internal staff training.
The Biodek system is able to demonstrate actual saving son
implemented processes, either by reducing down time, both by
reducing the number of personnel necessary to obtain the
decontamination work.

Biodek Service
The service of total disinfection can be provided in two ways:
Biodek emergency service: It works H24 at home in case of
microbiological contamination emergencies, for the restoration
of a sterile environment in case of outbreaks.
Service Biodek maintenance: It is used as a prophylactic tool
in infection prevention and abatement control of microbial air
and surfaces.

Comunicazione rivolta a operatori sanitari.

• It is designed to be used in operating
theaters ,intensive care unit (ICU),
mortuaries or any room where sterility
is necessary;
• It is active on biofilm;
• It is used by air which is fast and Safe
to 99.99%;
• It is spread evenly on all surfaces, even
those not directly exposed to the jet
device;
• It is effective in removing viruses,
bacteria and spores;
• It leaves noresidueanddoes not need
torinsenordry;
• It is non-toxic;
• It is bio-compatible;
• It is convenient and at competitive in
prices;
• It provides a thorough disinfection.

Biodek is the most convenient solution:
no need to invest capital!

Making hospitals acquired
infections, a problem of the
past: This is the mission of
Biodek.

The Biodek decontamination system may be
delivered in a few minutes. It takes just 2
minutes to decontaminate an environment
of 50 cubic meters!

Biodek is mainly used for the removal of
Microbiological air and surfaces
contamination in pharmaceutics field,
biomedical, biotechnology, of the animal
care and generically insensitive
environments to biological contamination.
Biodek has developed a unique system,
fast and flexible to offer the most effective
method of disinfection of environments and
surfaces, ideal for crowded hospitals with
high employment.
The Biodek decontamination system, using
the active ingredient of hydrogen peroxide,
is effective in the removal of viruses,
bacteria and spores, responsible for most of
the hospital-acquired infections, including
influenza, MRSA and Clostridium Difficile.

The Biodek decontamination system produces a “dry mist”, made up a
vapor of hydrogen peroxide, non-toxic, bio-compatible and that leaves
no residue!
Environments that are discussed, including in-patient wards, operating
theaters, wards resuscitation and morgues, can bere-occupied in less
than two hours.

Sensitive medical devices can be left in the
environment during the delivery process.
The sensitive medical equipment and all the instruments of labor are
not affected by the dry steam. This allows, during the treatment, to
leave each working tool facility or machinery so to allow the
concomitant decontamination. You Kill the maximum with the minimum
time and minimum cost.
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